Infogix Data Summit

Reaching New Heights of Data Management

This summer, we welcome data
leaders from diverse industries
to the fourth Infogix Data
Summit to encourage group
collaboration, education and
insight on how to further drive
data as a business asset.
Infogix is hosting an exclusive Data Summit, and
we are pleased to invite you to participate. This
educational one-day event, facilitated by the Data
Clairvoyance Group, an Infogix company, will teach
you how to drive strategic awareness and competitive
advantage through data.
Data Clairvoyance Group specializes in data strategy,
advanced analytics and data science, data supply
chain management, and Office of Data organizational
design.

Who should attend?
Are you looking for a fresh data strategy perspective, a more
practical approach to data science, pragmatic innovation,
or an optimized data management plan? These are critical
topics that you and your peers will cover in an intensive deep
dive into data!

Give me more details!
The Data Summit will fuse best practice presentations on
critical data management topics with facilitated collaboration
sessions. These participatory sessions will elicit critical
feedback and fuel a custom assessment on the current state
of your organization’s data landscape.
The session will be followed-up with customer interviews
to understand how their data strategy best practices have
been implemented to provide real-world experience and
expertise. The event will conclude with a detailed product
and roadmap discussion of Infogix Data3Sixty®, a business-

They will guide the day’s events, and provide each
participant with actionable, customized insights on
how to optimize their data supply chain and build
Office of Data capabilities.

Data Summit Details:
•

When: Wednesday, September 11

•

Time: 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. CT

•

Location: The Westin Minneapolis

first, all-inclusive, data intelligence platform that seamlessly
integrates data governance, data quality and data analytics.

What’s in it for me?
Beyond the education and insights on proven data
management methods, participants will receive a tailored
benchmark study based on the assessments conducted
throughout the course of the summit. Attendees will also
receive a token that entitles them to a complimentary
discovery call to scope out a free or discounted Launch
Data Strategy or Accelerate Data Strategy Assessment—a
comprehensive Data Clairvoyance analysis of how your
organization’s current data practices and capabilities measure
up against best practices.

To RSVP, please click here and register for the event.
But please respond quickly, as seats are limited.

